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Bethan Mowat’s Story
1993-94 - Operation Harmony in Croatia

Buildings in Croatia showing war damage
Photo provided by Bethan Mowat

Authors’ note
The principal authors of this text, aside from the individual recounting the story, are John Cochrane, a former
member of the unit, and his niece Marina Tinkler, a Concordia University literature student. This record of
events was prepared in 2015, many years after they occurred. The authors prepared this record principally using
information obtained during interviews with the individuals involved. Where possible, this information was
corroborated through interviews with others and a review of pictures and other publicly available information.
The record presents the events as the individuals involved remember them several years after they occurred.
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Bethan Mowat’s Story
Background
Cpl Bethan Mowat deployed to Gračac, Croatia with the 1er Bataillon, Royal 22e Régiment (R22eR) from
October 1993 to April 1994. The battalion was being deployed to Croatia under Operation Harmony in
order to fulfill Canada’s commitment to provide a battalion-sized formation (CANBAT 1) for the United
Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR).
From February 1992 to August 1992, Bethan had deployed with the same battalion on a UN
peacekeeping mission in Cyprus and her previous boss, knowing her level of competence and extensive
experience, was interested in having her return to work in a similar role. She recalls that the situation in
Cyprus was quite relaxed. She was based at an airport in Nicosia and the troops were deployed along the
demarcation line between the opposing Greeks and Turks. The weather and beaches were beautiful and
the conflict was dormant. She liked it so much that at the end of her six-month tour, she requested and
was granted an extension for another six months. She then served at the same location from August
1992 to February 1993, working with the replacement unit - the Royal Canadian Horse Artillery from
Shilo, Manitoba.
When her tour in Cyprus came to a close, she used her accumulated leave to travel extensively in
Europe. Upon her return to Canada, while she was still on post-deployment leave, she received a phone
call from the R22eR chief clerk. Assuming that the experience might be like Cyprus, she immediately
stated that she was interested in participating in the CANBAT 1 tour. After this phone exchange there
were, however, several hurdles to overcome before her participation in the rotation could be confirmed.
Someone at the unit resisted approving her deployment giving as a reason that the request had not
come through the proper channels. In order to overcome this resistance, several telephone calls had to
be made between the units and the various headquarters. Once approval was obtained, Bethan was
called to Valcartier in August 1993 to prepare for deployment to Croatia in October.
Preparation
At Valcartier, Bethan underwent 8 weeks of pre-deployment training and preparation. Concurrently, she
was assigned to work as part of the administration team.
Her training focused principally on weapons. She practiced cleaning, loading and firing her rifle. She also
participated in physical fitness training, including a 13-kilometer route march. She was also issued all the
necessary kit. Unlike the infantry soldiers, the administration staff did not receive a briefing on the
political situation, so she did her own research, which was not hard because the war in Croatia was
always on the news.
The administration team worked out of the Battalion HQ on the base in Valcartier. Bethan was given the
responsibility for making sure that all of the files for the 179 or so reservists going on the mission were
complete. She had to make sure that each reservist had gotten their vaccinations, prepared their last
wills and testaments, received their class C memos authorising their pay, and filled out their life and
medical insurance papers. Also, she had to talk to each person to ensure, if applicable, that their families
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would be taken care of, their goods had been put in storage and arrangements had been made to pay
their bills. She had a checklist that she reviewed with each person. During these interviews, the younger
soldiers started to realize the gravity of the mission and that they were not going on vacation.
The battalion was comprised of approximately 580 soldiers. A battalion parade was held twice a week
with all the soldiers in their respective units allowing announcements to be made by the commanding
officer. With all the supporting elements, a total of 792 soldiers, including approximately 20 women,
were eventually deployed to the field.
Move to Croatia
For the move to Croatia, the battalion was divided in 3 groups – an advance party, a first main party and
a second main party. Bethan was part of the first main party. She left at the beginning of October on a
Boeing 747 that flew non-stop to Zagreb. Bethan slept most of the way. They disembarked in Zagreb
and were loaded onto a bus that met them on the tarmac and drove them to a nearby parking lot.
There they found that the outgoing soldiers had formed up, removed their blue steel helmets and flak
vests and laid them on the ground. The arriving troops were formed up in roughly the same formation
and instructed to pick up and put on the equipment. Bethan found the experience of putting on
equipment that someone else had worn for the last 6 months to be very strange. She remembers that
the used vest she chose was still warm from the body heat of its previous owner.

Bethan and others travelling to Croatia
Photo provided by Bethan Mowat

Heavily damaged buildings seen along the road to
camp
Photo provided by Bethan Mowat

The bus then travelled 5½ hours to the Canadian Base Camp at Gračac, Croatia. Bethan remembers that
the view along the way was very depressing. Most of the villages and houses on the sides of the road
were damaged to the point that they looked like they had been through an earthquake. Many roofs were
heavily damaged or completely destroyed.
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Heavily damaged house seen along route to camp
Photo provided by Bethan Mowat

Heavily damaged house along route to camp
Photo provided by Bethan Mowat

Deployment and mission of the Battalion
Once on the ground, the Battalion took over the role of CANBAT 1 which was stationed in the southern
part of Croatia near the coast. The position had previously been held by the 3rd PPCLI.
The Battalion was responsible for controlling the buffer zones between the Croat forces and the Serbian
Forces. The Serbian Forces were occupying an area predominantly populated by Serbs. The Battalion
manned 17 observation posts along the confrontation lines. It was also responsible to observe and
report ceasefire violations, ensure the freedom of movement of UN forces and personnel, and maintain
daily contact with the two belligerent forces. It was also asked by the UN to help support its
humanitarian initiatives by delivering clothing, food, and diesel fuel (to be used only for agricultural
purposes) to the Serb enclaves in this area of the country.
The Battalion’s area of responsibility covered approximately 680 square kilometers. This area was cut in
two by a chain of mountains. The company locations (B and D) that were situated to the south of these
mountains were at lower elevations and had a Mediterranean-like climate. The Battalion headquarters
and C Company to the north of the mountains were located at higher elevations and had a climate
similar to Quebec.
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Map shows approximate locations of the headquarters of each of the companies
The Battalion1 was deployed as follows:





B Company and the anti-tank platoon were stationed in the area around BENKOVAC to the
south;
C Company and the recce platoon were stationed in the area around the Medak pocket to the
north;2
D Company was deployed in the area around OBROVAC – between the two other companies;
and
Command and Services Company was situated at the camp in GRACAC.

When the companies moved into their positions, they immediately set about fortifying and reinforcing
the observation points, the living quarters and the control points. Over 100,000 sand bags were filled
and installed during this period. The living quarters for the soldiers were often inside abandoned farm
houses and outbuildings along the line. When they first arrived, ceasefire violations were frequent, as
were artillery and mortar bombardments. Bethan heard that B Company had it rough because they
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often received incoming mortar fire. She is aware that one or more people from that company later
suffered from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).
Shortly after she arrived, Bethan heard of an intelligence report that stated that the Croats might be
planning a big offensive before the end of November and that the Battalion might need to move. This
move was never required during the tour.
The situation calmed somewhat after a ceasefire agreement was signed between the opposing parties in
December and was renewed at the end of January. The last two months of the tour were much calmer.
When the situation calmed down, C Company was replaced at the Medak pocket by a contingent of
Jordanian soldiers. C Company then moved to a new location in the south to start building a new
location for the Battalion Headquarters. This new camp was only to be finished by the 1 PPCLI who
would be taking over in April of 1994.
Base Camp
The base camp at Gračac accommodated somewhere between 100 to 150 people, including the
battalion commander and his staff, the military police, the intelligence section, and the administration
and logistics groups. The mechanics section was off the base, but not far away.
The camp had an army field kitchen that always had fresh food that was imported from Germany or
Hungary. The food was delivered by military supply trucks so the camp personnel did not have to eat
ration packs. The camp also operated two messes, one for the junior ranks and a combined mess for the
officers and Senior NCO’s. The soldiers were allowed one drink per day.
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The Camp layout was as follows:

Bethan’s sleeping quarters were in trailer 10 just to the west of the Welfare platoon’s office and the
dining hall (lower left).
Arial view of the camp
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Welfare platoon
At the camp, Bethan was the clerk for the Welfare platoon. This platoon was responsible to organise the
travel for each solder’s home vacation (referred to as HTLA), to make arrangements for their two 96hour leave periods, to organise the distribution of videocassettes, magazines and newspapers, to ensure
the availability of sports equipment, to resupply the different canteens, to maintain and loan electronic
equipment such as videos, TVs and cameras and to run the battalion kit shop. They focused on the
activities of a soldier when he or she was not on duty.

The platoon was comprised of 17 officers, NCO’s and junior ranks, including 15 who were on site and two
who were stationed at the vacation coordination centre in Graz, Austria.
The Welfare section had an office beside the dining hall and just across the road from Bethan’s sleeping
quarters. The Welfare section operated from 7am to 7pm, seven days a week.
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Organising travel for leave and R&R
Bethan’s principal job was to plan and coordinate all the travel for the 18-day vacations (HTLA) and the
96-hour R&R trips. She also oversaw the operations of the leisure centre.
During the Battalion’s stay in Croatia, each soldier was entitled to take a vacation of sufficient duration
(generally 18 days) that would allow him or her to return home and visit with their family. The travel
costs for such a trip were assumed by the Canadian Forces. This was a very important entitlement for
those who were married and had children. The military life often took them away from their families, be
it on exercise or deployment, so it was easy for them to lose touch. If the absences were too long or too
frequent, many of them had difficulty maintaining their relationships and their marriages – even more so
than the difficulty experienced by a civilian couple. For the younger and unattached soldiers who did not
need to go home, this leave provided them with an opportunity to take a trip anywhere they wanted to
go as long as the cost did not exceed the cost of a trip home. It was their chance to get out and see the
world.
Each of the soldiers was also entitled to take two 96-hour leaves. These leaves were designed to
compensate the soldiers for the fact that they were expected to be on duty 24 hours a day, seven days a
week for an extended period of time. Furthermore, they worked in stressful, uncomfortable conditions
with little or no privacy. Also, they were not allowed to relax or mix with the local population for fear
that they might get into trouble or appear to lose their impartiality. The 96-hour leaves were intended
to have them to think about and do something else, to relax and to recharge their batteries before
getting back to their duties.
To organise the logistics of these trips, Bethan met with each person at the beginning of the tour to
determine their preferences. If a soldier wanted to go home, the Welfare platoon generally worked with
people in Valcartier who made arrangements for group travel. Otherwise, Bethan would prepare
individual files and give them to the Welfare Platoon Warrant Officer who would then contact the
designated travel agents to book the necessary arrangements. Bethan had to prepare all the plans and
documents when the camp had electricity. When there was none, she could not work.
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Bethan at her office hard at work making travel
arrangements
Pictures taken from the Operation Harmony
CANBAT I 1993-94 Souvenir Book

Bethan and co-workers at the Christmas dinner in the
dining hall
Pictures taken from the Operation Harmony CANBAT I
1993-94 Souvenir Book

The leaves were generally organised in blocks so that groups of soldiers left and returned at the same
time. They would always leave from the base camp and travel by UN bus to Zagreb and then take a train
or plane to some further destination. The 96-hour leave period included the 5½-hour bus trip to and
from Zagreb, so the 96-hour vacations had to fit into the remaining time.
Generally, the soldiers profited well from these trips. However the younger ones sometimes got into
trouble. Bethan remembers one group of young soldiers who went to Hungary and overdid things. They
apparently went to a few strips bars, got very drunk, got into fights and were arrested and thrown in jail.
They were young and naive and could not understand why the bars were trying to charge them the
equivalent of $100 per drink. They returned late from their leave only after the Canadian embassy
intervened to get them released. The headquarters only became aware of the problem when the young
offenders did not show up on the bus that the Welfare platoon had organised from Zagreb.
Sometimes Bethan would learn about soldiers being repatriated to Canada when she was asked to cancel
the arrangements that had been made for their leave. She remembers 2 soldiers being sent home early
on the tour, one who broke a leg in a road accident when his vehicle collided with 3 horses and another
who was having trouble dealing with the level of stress.
One event that disappointed Bethan occurred when a UN helicopter landed at the camp with the UN
commander from Zagreb. The countryside was completely snowed in and the roads were not plowed
because the local governments were not functioning effectively. A soldier with a heart problem needed
to be transported to the hospital in Zagreb. The welfare section tried to get the helicopter crew to take
the patient on the return trip but the pilots refused and the patient was only evacuated the next day.
Bethan remembers that while there may have been circumstances that warranted this refusal, she was
never informed of them.
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The Leisure centre
The leisure centre had a room full of videos that soldiers could sign out. Each of the outlying locations
was equipped with a TV and a VHS player, so when the companies sent people back to the headquarters
for mail and other supplies, they had them pick up and return videos as well. The leisure centre also had
sports equipment and a library. The centre had been set up by the previous rotation and the video room
was staffed by a local civilian, whose name was Edwina.
Guard and picket duties
Aside from their regular work, each of the soldiers at the base camp performed guard duty and general
duties on a rotating basis.
When on guard duty they would work shifts of 2.5 hours per night during which they would patrol the
inside of the perimeter of the camp, which was secured by barbed wire. They did not have to guard the
main gate as it was secured by the military police. While they were on guard duty or whenever they left
the compound, they had to carry their rifles and wear their helmets and bulletproof vests. Otherwise,
they just needed to keep their rifles with them.
When on duty picket, they would stay at a building reserved for duty personnel where they were on
standby from 6 pm one night until 6 pm the following night. On one of these days, Bethan was asked to
get kitted up and go to the camp gate with her weapon. There she was asked to go outside the
perimeter and guard a convoy of vehicles that was parked on the road while the drivers entered the
camp and ate dinner at the dining hall.
The camp perimeter was secured with coils of barbed wire. Locals often presented themselves on the
other side of the fence begging for food or other items. She heard that on several occasions, one or
more individuals had cut through the barbed wire in order to siphon gas from the military trucks. Bethan
remembers this because she and the others were called out several times, often in the pouring rain, to
sweep the camp and ensure that no locals were still within the perimeter.
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Locals outside the fence talking with soldiers inside
the perimeter
Photo provided by Bethan Mowat

Picture of a damaged house – possibly an
indication of ethnic cleansing
Photo provided by Bethan Mowat

There was never a serious confrontation at the camp while Bethan was there. Still, it was sometimes
scary and unpleasant, especially when she could hear weapons being fired outside the camp. On those
occasions, she felt somewhat vulnerable. The front gate was secured by the military police and
protected with sandbags, but it was not a fortress.
She heard that the some of the outlying companies had a worse time with occasional incoming fire.
General duties
The junior ranks that worked at the base camp were often assigned to general duties such as cleaning or
loading vehicles. Bethan jokingly referred to this activity as forced labour. For example, one day the
soldiers on duty had to load large tents into trailers. On other days, they had to unpack containers of
supplies that had been shipped to Croatia from the bases in Germany that had recently been closed.
Many of the things in the containers were no longer needed and were taken to the dump and destroyed.
The Battalion did not want to distribute these items locally for fear of being accused of favouring one
faction or the other. Bethan always performed what was asked of her but she sometimes she felt angry,
especially when others found reasons not to work. Being responsible to organise the travel
arrangements for over 2,000 trips, she felt she had as much to do as anyone else.
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Winter Volleyball game in camp parking lot
Photo provided by Bethan Mowat

Dump where trash and unneeded items from
Germany were burnt
Photo provided by Bethan Mowat

Camp life
Bethan slept in a large room formed by joining two Atco construction trailers. She shared these quarters
with three other women, who were employed at the headquarters. It was a tight knit group of women
who looked after each other. Bethan does not remember experiencing any form of sexual harassment
from her coworkers except for one instance of verbal harassment. During this isolated incident she
informed the inebriated offending party that she would file an official complaint if he continued his
inappropriate behaviour. After this incident she did not experience any additional harassment from this
individual or from any others during the rest of her tour.
Their camp was in a valley high in the mountains where it was very cold in the winter. Camp life was
okay if the electricity was on, otherwise they would freeze. Electricity for the camp was provided by
generators and could be interrupted if they were undergoing maintenance or repairs or if they were
lacking fuel. As it got colder, Bethan felt her morale and patience drop. It didn’t help when they lost
electricity for two days.
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Parking lot after a snow storm in winter
Photo provided by Bethan Mowat

Working in the cold office
Photo provided by Bethan Mowat

At the main camp, Bethan always felt she was being watched namely with respect to the dress code
which seemed overly strict. As well, she felt compressed with other people. There was no place for
privacy when she wanted to be alone and relax. In spite of this, at the office the team shared many jokes
and laughed often. The Platoon Warrant Officer did a funny thing whenever someone would ring the
bell on the counter. He would jump up and prance to the counter singing or humming the theme song
from the movie Rocky 4.
Being restricted to the camp, Bethan missed physical activity and spent 30 minutes on the leisure
centre’s stationary bike each day.

Vehicle parking lot near Bethan’s quarters and
office
Photos provided by Bethan Mowat

One of the privileges that the soldiers appreciated was a weekly phone call home which lasted a
designated number of minutes. The Army had subscribed to a certain number of satellite telephones for
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this purpose. At the main camp, the staff regularly used the phones for administrative purposes and had
access to them 24 hours per day. For instance, the Welfare Platoon had to call travel agents to book
flights for the soldiers. Bethan remembers that the rear party in Valcartier got a huge bill and sent the
invoice over to get more information. The bill was circulated around the entire camp with a note asking
people to indicate which calls were their personal calls. She remembers getting it back with only a few
of the calls being claimed as being personal.
At one point, Bethan decided to start attending church. She was not sure why, as she never attended
church at home, possibly because there was so little to do at the camp. The church was located over in
the mechanics area outside of the camp. To get there she needed to hitch a ride with the Padre.
Receiving mail from family and friends always made her happy, like when her grandmother sent
marzipan and someone else sent cookies. At Christmas, her mom sent a whole kit with a small tree and
various other decorations and her grandmother sent Christmas cake. She received many other gifts.
Bethan also noted that the members of other reserve units received care packages from their units but
that she received none from the RCH. The RMR soldiers received Rugby shirts and others received
letters or cards. Bethan was unimpressed by the lack of consideration and made a mental note to bring
this up with the unit when she got home.
Christmas dinner at camp was a sombre event. They were allowed more than one drink but the effect
was spoilt for Bethan when she went to the washroom. For some reason, the electricity was not working
around the area of the portable toilets so it was very dark. Consequently, she did not notice that it was
full to the rim until after she sat down.
Travel to company camps and breakdown on the road
Bethan had the opportunity to visit the company camps and even visited an observation post (OP). She
thought those to the south were better off than the HQ, where the weather was volatile and there was a
lot of snow. Going to the company camps in the south near the coast was like going to heaven.
Travellers would emerge from the overcast mountains and see the sunshine.
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Picture of an OP in C Company’s area of responsibility
near the Medak pocket
Picture provided by Bethan Mowat

Road over the mountains to the positions held by the
southern companies
Picture from Google street view

On one of the trips, the vehicle that Bethan was travelling in suffered a breakdown along the way. A
sergeant and Bethan were travelling in a jeep to B Company to deliver something. It was approximately
a 2-hour drive and radio communications were not possible because the winding roads passed through
some very mountainous terrain. Consequently, when the vehicle broke down, they could not call for a
recovery vehicle or any other type of help. While the Sgt tried to repair the vehicle Bethan got out her
rifle and stood guard. When night fell it became cold and Bethan heard shooting off in the distance.
Bethan thought it was the perfect situation for them to get hurt or robbed or kidnapped. The Sgt finally
got the vehicle going around 11 pm and they continued their trip to the B Company camp. That night,
Bethan felt very lucky knowing that things could easily have gotten worse. Once they arrived, they had
to stay at the B Company camp for 48 hours due to mortar bombardments around camp. Bethan did not
bring an overnight bag and learned to do so as a precaution on subsequent day trips.
Visitors
The base camp was used as a rest stop along a route between Zagreb and other places, like the port city
of Split. Soldiers from countries participating in UNPROFOR would often stop along the route to eat,
wash or rest. Bethan remembers hearing that one group of soldiers from a foreign country had stopped
and used the showers. She heard that some of them had apparently kept their boots on when they
showered. She heard this from the people who had to clean up after they left.
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She also remembers hearing stories that circulated around the camp about soldiers from other countries
who had been sent to Croatia woefully unprepared for the winter climate. The soldiers from one
country arrived in sandals and shorts. The soldiers from another country were not equipped with winter
dress and had their vehicles stolen during the night while they all huddled around nearby gas-powered
heaters.
Exposure to the despair of the locals
Bethan remembers experiencing a severe culture shock seeing the state of the country and meeting the
local people who worked on the base. During the ongoing war, their lives, careers and homes had been
totally destroyed. She felt that the extent of the destruction brought things into perspective and she
kept wondering if a war of this type was really worth it in the end.
The camp employed some local staff to work as barmaids and kitchen staff. In addition to earning a
small salary, they were allowed to buy goods at the canteen and to take home plastic pails full of leftover
food from the mess. This privilege was a big motivator, almost more important than the money.
In October, Bethan remembers going with one of the other Canadian soldiers off the base to drive one of
the barmaids home. At their destination, they were invited into the barmaid’s home and offered
cigarettes, lemonade and hot buns. The barmaid’s father was a soldier who at the time was home on
leave from the front. Bethan realized how hard it was on the children when they found the barmaid’s
12-year-old brother asleep on the living room couch, waiting for her. He refused to go to bed each night
until he knew she had arrived home safely.
Near Christmas, Edwina, the local woman who worked for Bethan at the video centre, invited Bethan
and the platoon Warrant Officer to her father-in-law’s house, where she and her family were now living.
Edwina was a Croat woman who had married a Serb man. Before the war, she had been an architect and
her husband had been an engineer. Their successful professional careers and their beautiful family
home had been totally destroyed by the conflict and they, like many others in the surrounding region,
were living in poverty and uncertainty. For supper, they served fish and potatoes. Bethan wondered
how they found the food to serve their guests. During supper, she got to sample the Slivovitz drink.
After supper, Edwina asked for a favour which was to buy Edwena’s daughter a Barbie doll the next time
that Bethan went on leave. Before the war, Edwina used to frequently go on buying trips to Italy but
now she no longer even had a passport. Edwina offered to provide money for the doll which Bethan
could not accept. On one of her leaves, Bethan did indeed buy the Barbie and gave it to the mother as a
gift for her daughter. Edwina was very appreciative.
A number of times, Bethan went with the Padre into the local community to distribute goods that had
been sent to him from Canada. He was very active doing this and he received many parcels from his
network in Canada. At this time, Canadians could ship goods to soldiers at a Trenton address and the
Army would transport them to Croatia or Bosnia. Subsequently, this practice was discouraged because
the Canadian Armed Forces did not want to be perceived as a relief agency and did not want the locals to
expect this of its soldiers.
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On another occasion, Bethan was reading a magazine at the leisure centre and commented on a wool
sweater in one of the photographs. Edwina asked to see the picture and offered to have one knit for the
equivalent of $20. Two weeks later Bethan was presented with a perfect copy of the sweater which she
still had more than twenty years later. She also received beautifully embroidered napkins and doilies as
gifts. Through this incident, Bethan realized that the local people were very talented but desperate for
cash. They were virtually without any means of supporting themselves because their economy had been
totally destroyed.
Based on her few visits to local homes and her observations when passing on the road, Bethan noted
that many locals were living in damaged houses. Often, one of the walls was shot out and the door to
that room was kept closed.
She noticed she was more sensitive to the plight of the locals than several of her colleagues who tended
to appear more disconnected from the circumstances. She found this disparity in their experiences to be
frustrating at times.
She was confronted with this insensitivity on one occasion when she was asked to serve at a mess diner
where imported lobster was the main course. She remembers thinking that such an elaborate feast in
their current context seemed like an injustice to the suffering locals surrounding the base. Others must
have thought the same way because she not asked to perform such a duty more than once.
Drinking problems
Numerous times Bethan heard gunshots coming from just outside the front gate of the camp. She
assumed that this was someone who was drunk and was expressing their frustration with the situation.
She knew that the locals would often get drunk on the weekend and fire into the air. Their level of
frustration was high because they had little food, no fuel, no electricity, no police force or local
government and were living in an environment full of anarchy and fear. All this was in contrast to their
normal, peaceful lives before the war.
Bethan also remembers hearing about an incident where drinking with the locals turned
counterproductive. It occurred when a lieutenant from the Battalion was sent to maintain contact with
one of the warring factions and had unwisely accepted to have a drink with his hosts, in an attempt to
establish a relationship of confidence. This measure apparently backfired as the individual got drunk and
aggressive and started insulting the person he was sent to meet.
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Vacation and leave
When she first arrived in Croatia, Bethan worked hard organizing the first set of 96-hour-leave trips.
Consequently, she took her own leaves late in the tour after she had ensured everyone else’s
arrangements had been properly made.
For her 18-day vacation (HLTA), Bethan travelled to Hong Kong where she spent New Year’s Eve with a
friend from the Black Watch. She left camp on December 29th and arrived in Hong Kong on December
31st at 8 pm with virtually no transition time from a war zone to a party zone. Despite this brief
transition, she greatly enjoyed the time she spent in Hong Kong. While waiting in line to visit a Buddha
exhibit, Bethan heard the couple behind her talking about how one of their cousins from Saskatchewan
had served in a UN mission in Cyprus. Bethan thought that the conversation was prompted by the UN
patch on her bag, so she introduced herself and found out that the stranger’s cousin had been one of her
roommates, whom she knew very well.
Bethan returned to Croatia in January at the halfway mark of the tour. She found herself reticent to
return to the warzone but was eager to see the people there, who had become her friends.
As for Bethan’s 96-hour leaves, she first went by train to Triest, Italy, in February and later by airplane to
Rome, Italy. On her second trip, she and some of her friends were thinking of going to Hungary, but they
decided to wait until they arrived at the Zagreb airport before booking their flights. When they got
there, the flight to Rome was cheaper, so they travelled to Rome on an improvised trip where they
visited the Vatican and the coliseum, had a nice meal, and went dancing. They very much appreciated
the freedom and the lack of structure.
Return to Canada
In April 1994, the Battalion was replaced by another unit. The departing soldiers packed up their gear
and returned to Canada. The first step was the 5½-hour bus ride to the airport at Zagreb. They then got
on an alcohol-free flight to Quebec City which took approximately 12 hours including a stop in Germany.
From Quebec to Montreal, Bethan had organised a minibus rather than ask her family to meet her. She
felt strange going from a war zone to a peaceful setting at home. She remembers looking at the houses
along the route and noting that none of them were damaged and that the roofs were all intact. Along
the road she started comparing Croatia and Quebec and started wondering if the ethnic communities in
Quebec might ever embark on a similar enterprise and end up losing as much as the former residents of
the Gračac area.
She found the return difficult. She was happy to be home but she felt like she was letting the people in
Croatia down by returning to her privileged life and leaving them in a wartime context. As she arrived
she realized she had been running on adrenaline for six months. She had worked 7 days a week, always
alert and on duty, never relaxed. She remembers living through a difficult emotional adjustment and
seeing a civilian psychologist to help her adapt to life after her tour. She never realized how exposure to
such a situation negatively affects people, how much it takes out of them and leaves an empty feeling.
She recognized as well that others had had much more intense experiences than she did and that each
person has a different tolerance level. Approximately eight months after the Battalion returned, one
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member of the Welfare platoon committed suicide. Bethan attended his funeral with the other
members of the platoon. Bethan heard as well that several of the soldiers’ marriages did not survive the
deployment.
Since Canada’s involvement in the UNPROFOR Peacekeeping mission, certain additional measures have
been put in place by the Canadian Armed Forces that help to support the mental and physical health of
the troops. For example, efforts have been made to give soldiers longer periods at home between
deployments. Furthermore, short decompression periods and counselling sessions were introduced to
ease the transition between soldiers’ departure from their overseas tour and their arrival in Canada.
Life thereafter
After returning from her deployment in Bosnia, Bethan returned to school as a mature student and in
1995 obtained a bachelor’s degree in Political Science at Concordia University. She also worked for a
year as an intern in the offices of Alcan. It was there that she realized that office work was not for her –
she missed the adrenalin and esprit de corps she had experienced in the army. Her Godfather helped
her get a job as a trainee on a movie set and she has been working in the film industry ever since, in a
variety of roles, principally as a freelancer. She found that work in the film industry had a level of
intensity similar to that of the Armed Forces. Through her networking she has been able to land many
successful mandates around the world. At the time she was interviewed for this document, she was
employed as Assistant Director for the production of the movie X-Men: Apocalypse that was being filmed
in Montreal.
Footnotes
1

During this period, A company was detached to CANBAT 2 in Bosnia and was deployed to Srebrenica.

2

The Medak pocket was the site of an intense confrontation between the Croat Army and the UN
peacekeepers from the 3 PPLCI stationed there during the previous tour. According to Wikipedia,
Operation Medak Pocket was a military operation undertaken by the Croatian Army in September 1993,
in which a salient reaching the southern suburbs of Gospić, in the south-central Lika region of Croatia,
then under the control of the self-proclaimed Republic of Serbian Krajina, was attacked by Croatian
forces. The pocket was named after the village of Medak. The Croatian offensive temporarily succeeded
in expelling rebel Serb forces from the pocket after several days of fighting. However, the operation
ended in controversy after a skirmish with United Nations peacekeepers and accusations of serious
Croatian war crimes against local Serb civilians. Although the outcome of the battle was a tactical victory
for the Croatians, it became a serious political liability for the Croatian government and international
political pressure forced a withdrawal to the previous ceasefire lines. According to some Canadian
sources, UNPROFOR personnel and Croatian troops exchanged heavy fire. In Canada, at the time, the
battle was considered to be one of the most severe battles fought by the Canadian Forces since the
Korean War.
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